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Elements of Shipping was first published in 1964 and has become established as a
market leader over its many editions. This latest version is entirely updated to take in
the many changes that have occurred in the shipping industry in recent years and
features new chapters on multimodalism, seaports and electronic data interchange.
Emphasis is also placed on professionalism and the need to have the latest technology
and professionally qualified personnel to operate a shipping service today. It remains
essential reading for the shipping executive along with students and academics with an
interest in the shipping industry.
One stormy night, Erin swerves to avoid a dog in the road?only to end up crashing in
the river. Struggling from the wreckage, she picks up the abandoned dog and wanders
until she finds a clinic. The doctor, Dom, takes them both in; his warmth makes her
chest so tight… The next day, out of nowhere, Erin offers to help Dom since he’s so
busy. Perhaps by his side, she can find meaning that can counter the listlessness she
feels.
Expert Oracle RAC 12c is a hands-on book helping you understand and implement
Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC), and to reduce the total-cost-of-ownership
(TCO) of a RAC database. As a seasoned professional, you are probably aware of the
importance of understanding the technical details behind the RAC stack. This book
provides deep understanding of RAC concepts and implementation details that you can
apply toward your day-to-day operational practices. You’ll be guided in troubleshooting
and avoiding trouble in your installation. Successful RAC operation hinges upon a fast-
performing network interconnect, and this book dedicates a chapter solely to that very
important and easily overlooked topic. All four authors are experienced RAC engineers
with a wealth of hard-won experience encountering and surmounting the challenges of
running a RAC environment that delivers on its promise. In Expert Oracle RAC 12c they
provide you a framework in which to avoid repeating their hard-won lessons. Their goal
is for you to manage your own RAC environment with ease and expertise. Provides a
deep conceptual understanding of RAC Provides best practices to implement RAC
properly and match application workload Enables readers to troubleshoot RAC with
ease What you’ll learn Know when to apply RAC, and when not to Design applications
to take advantage of RAC Troubleshoot and solve clusterware problems Manage
database backup and recovery in RAC Stay on top of locking issues and deadlock
detection Harness the performance from parallel processing in RAC Support your RAC
environment with a healthy network interconnect Who this book is for Expert Oracle
RAC 12c is for experienced Oracle Database Administrators (DBAs) who are ready to
take the next step in their career by expanding their skill set to include building and
managing Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC). DBAs and architects who are in the
process of implementing RAC can immensely benefit from this book. It’s an excellent
choice for DBAs to learn RAC conceptually, understand best practices, and become
experts in troubleshooting RAC problems. Table of ContentsOverview of Oracle RAC
Clusterware Management and Troubleshooting RAC Operational Practices RAC New
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Features Storage and ASM Practices Application Design Issues Managing and
Optimizing a Complex RAC Environment Backup and Recovery in RAC Network
Practices in RAC RAC Database Optimization Locks and Deadlocks Parallel Query in
RAC Clusterware and Database Upgrades Oracle RAC One Node
Cliff Miglioretti hasn't had an easy life. In fact, much of it has been an obscene
nightmare. As a very young child, he was exposed to traumas that would have broken
most adults, first as he watched his drug-using father abuse his eleven-year-old sister
in ways he could not understand. A few months later, that sister was cruelly taken from
life, and finally, in self-pity or perhaps guilt, Cliff's father committed suicide as well. And
there are more unspeakable secrets from his teen years that no other living soul knows
about. Now in college, Cliff is a shell of despair, addicted to self-harm and consumed
with self-blame. Wretchedly depressed, bitterly cynical, and unable to interact positively
with peers, he has never had a single friend in his life. Until now. Liz Butler is unlike
anyone Cliff has met. Outgoing, always positive, and beautiful in more ways than Cliff
can believe, she attaches herself to him after he impulsively stands up to a bully on her
behalf at school. Soon her smiles and uplifting attitude begin to reach him, and Cliff
becomes part of Liz's fiercely tight family circle, which includes her brother Jim and
sister-in-law Beth. Incredibly, Liz's love begins to heal him, and it seems he has found
the family he never thought he could have. But the road to recovery is not a short one
for someone so deeply tormented. And in the end, Cliff finds he must fight one more
horrible battle, and learn the true meanings of love and forgiveness, in order to attain
true personal redemption.
With three months remaining of her marriage of convenience, Savannah is ready to say
goodbye to her spoiled rich boy of a husband. He's annoying and argumentative and
used to always getting his way. Sure, he's hot. And maybe occasionally a little bit
sweet. But she doesn't want to stay married to him. Not at all. He needed a wife for a
year so he could inherit his grandmother's fortune, and she needed to pay off her
family's debts. That's all their marriage has ever been about. So she really needs to
stop falling into bed with him.
Emma is marrying Craig, and Vivian is marrying Hawk. A dream come true for all of
them. But their lives wouldn't be complete without a great surprise and a good shock.
Too bad the night ends in devastation for someone.
The first application of modern algebraic techniques to a comprehensive selection of
classical geometric problems. Written with spirit and originality, this is a valuable book
for anyone interested in the subject from other than the purely algebraic point of view.
Originally published in 1953. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-
demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
This atlas presents technical information for professionals who process and use
temperate or tropical timber. It combines the main technical characteristics of 283
tropical species and 17 species from temperate regions most commonly used in Europe
with their primary uses.
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"A wide-ranging, significant contribution." - Göran Therborn, Cambridge University "A
lively, well-informed, and accessible guide through the dynamics and complexities of
globalization." - Robert Holton, Trinity College, Dublin "This is an excellent text on
globalisation. It is theoretically sophisticated, critically engaging, and empirically
comprehensive... perfect for courses on globalisation within sociology programmes in
particular." - Andrew Kirton, Liverpool University Do we confuse globalization for
Americanization? What are the distinctive elements in the interplay of the local and the
global? This book examines globalization from the perspective of both the West and the
East. It considers globalization as a general social and economic process, and the
challenges it presents for Western social science. The meaning of a global perspective
is explored through various concrete examples: religion, migration, medicine, terrorism,
global disasters, citizenship, multiculturalism, media and popular culture. Introduced
with a forword from Roland Robertson, the book is brimming with novel interpretations
and fresh insights that will contribute to illuminating the practical realities of
globalization.
Addresses the need for the United States to restructure the banking and financial
system, anticipates the globalization of the crisis, and calls for international action.
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA
Equips teachers to assess fluency accurately and provides clear guidelines for
instruction.
In the first comprehensive and unflinching overview of the erotic initiation and sexual
sorcery essential to the mysterious magical tradition known as the 'Left Hand Path', this
complete guide covers an enormous array of taboo and previously forbidden practices.
Penetrating the veil of secrecy and obscuring the ecstasies and dangers of a way of
magic that can be a powerful instrument of psychic transmutation, this is a sometimes
disturbing, always inspring study of the shadow side of eros.
The International Library of Management is a comprehensive core reference series comprised
of the most significant and influential articles by the leading authorities in the management
studies field. The collections of essays is both international and interdisciplinary in scope and
provides and entry point for investigating the myriad of study within the discipline.
Collection of activities for daily use that review language arts concepts such as sentence
editing, punctuation, grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and comprehension skills.
Advances in forensic odontology have led to improvements in dental identification for individual
cases as well as in disaster victim identification (DVI). New and updated technologies mean
advances in bitemark analysis and age estimation. Growth in the field has strengthened
missing persons’ networks leading to more and faster identifications of unidentified individuals.
A product of the American Society of Forensic Odontology, the Manual of Forensic
Odontology, Fifth Edition provides comprehensive and up-to-date information involving all
facets of forensic dentistry and explores critical issues relating to the scientific principles
supporting the field’s evaluations and conclusions. New information in the Fifth Edition
includes Scientific principles and the need for more and better research in the field Oral and
maxillofacial radiographic features of forensic interest Forensic pathology and its ties to
forensic odontology New techniques and improved technologies for age estimation Advances
in bitemark evidence management Animal bitemarks National and international forensic dental
organizations Tips for becoming involved in forensic odontology The manual has been an
important source of forensic dentistry information for more than 20 years. This new edition is
edited by a past president of the American Board of Forensic Odontology and a past Chair of
the Odontology Section of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. Expanded and
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enhanced with extensive color illustrations, this volume is designed to provide essential
information based on sound scientific principles for experienced forensic odontologists and for
those new to the discipline.
From the Old Testament comes a new danger... Fighting skeletons in Addis Ababa isn't in
Annja's contract. Especially when they're “entertainment” rigged by an obnoxious radio DJ
during the filming of the TV show she hosts, Chasing History's Monsters. But the accidental
discovery of an ancient clay brick turns the prank into deadly peril for the intrepid
archaeologist. If Annja's hunch is right, the brick is the merely the first key to a greater
discovery: the Tower of Babel. Now, with Joan of Arc's sword in hand and killers at her heels,
she must race across the Middle East to unravel the puzzle first. Enemies and allies will
face–off against each other–and themselves. To survive, Annja will have to defeat them
all...because in the end there can only be one winner.
It is the wedding the world thought would never happen - two of Greece's oldest feuding
families to finally unite. But the marriage is not as it seems. Alesia has been bought by
Sebastian. Now all he wants is a child to bind the feuding families. Little does he know that is
somthing Alesia would never give him.
The American way of life pushes people to constantly strive for more--more money, more stuff,
more clout. But how much is enough? And how do we know when we have too much of a good
thing? In this provocative, paradigm-shifting book, Will Davis Jr. challenges readers to discover
the peace that comes through contentment with what we have and compassion for those in
need. Through surprising statistics, scriptural insight, and real-life stories, Davis gently leads
readers to consider living with less in order to do more for the kingdom. Thought-provoking
discussion questions and short chapters make this a perfect study for small groups. No one will
come away from this powerful book unchanged.
This book is written in simple, easy to understand format with lots of screenshots and step-by-
step explanations,If you are an iPad application developer looking forward to building
enterprise applications that interact with Facebook, iCloud, Core Location and the Core Image
frameworks into your applications, then this book is for you. You should have a good
knowledge of and programming experience with Objective-C and have used Xcode 4.
Rapid Chemical and Biological Techniques for Water Monitoring presents in one volume the
broad spectrum of monitoring tools, both available and under development, and provides an
assessment of their potential for underpinning environmental management and legislation. The
book explores screening methods in the context of water policies; chemical methods; biological
methods; potential use of screening methods; quality assurance and validation methods;
integration of screening methods in water monitoring strategies. The text provides a timely
source of information for post-graduates, researchers, and professionals involved in water
management at all levels.
From the author of The Real History Behind the Templars--the origins and stories behind end-
of-the-world predictions throughout history, from Revelations to 2012. In entertaining and sharp
prose, historian Sharan Newman explores theories of world destruction from ancient times up
to the present day- theories which reveal as much about human nature as they do about the
predominant historical, scientific, and religious beliefs of the time. Readers will find answers to
the following end-of-times questions: ?Did the Mayans really say the world will end in
December 2012? ?How have the signs in the New Testament Book of Revelations been
interpreted over the years? ?How did ancient Egyptians, Norse, and Chinese think the world
would end? ?When did Nostradamus predict that the last days would come? ?Does the I Ching
reference 2012? ?Why didn't the world end in Y2K? ?Are meteors, global warming, super-
volcanoes, and the threat of nuclear war signs that the end is near?
This student workbook presents techniques for and exercises in editing written
English--focusing specifically on the grammatical structures with which students most
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frequently have difficulty--all to develop familiarity with the editing stage in the writing process,
grammar skills, and comprehension.
Zahrellion, Rikky, and their dragons, embark on a quest to find the special mushrooms
Mysterian needs to save Prince Richard from Gravelbone's poison. Meanwhile, Jenka and his
loveable dragon, Jade, escort the King's Rangers back to Kingsmen's Keep. When Jenka and
the half-elvish mute, Lemmy, find a map at the Temple of Dou, they follow it and find more
trouble than they bargained for. Ultimately, the five Dragoneers come together as they are
forced to stand and face a terrible threat that is only just revealing itself... Hold on to your
Dragon!
In the sequel to The Man with the Golden Torc, Eddie Drood is forced to take on some nasty
daemons from another dimension, who arrived in this world at the behest of the Drood family to
help battle the Nazis during World War II and who have decided that they have no intention of
leaving.
This tutorial-based book has a step-by-step approach for each topic, ensuring it is thoroughly
covered and easy to follow. If you are an IT architect or administrator who wants to enter the
world of cloud storage using OpenStack Swift, then this book is ideal for you. Whether your job
is to build, manage, or use OpenStack Swift, this book is an excellent way to move your career
ahead.
From the authors of the inspiring true story 90 Minutes in Heaven In 1989, Don Piper died in a
car accident. Ninety minutes later, as a minister prayed over him, he returned to life-and
remembered... For millions of readers around the world, Don Piper's account of his experience,
90 Minutes in Heaven, offers an inspirational, exciting, and fulfilling message of hope-and has
become an international phenomenon. Now, he continues his message of hope and faith with
a book of devotionals for all of those who want to experience the joy and contentment of his
message every day. With ninety devotionals within, this unique collection directly addresses
the everyday hardships we all endure, offering solace and guidance for all those who wish to
lead happier, more virtuous lives.
The Fifth Edition of A History of the Roman People continues to provide a comprehensive
analytical survey of Roman history from its prehistoric roots in Italy and the wider
Mediterranean world to the dissolution of the Roman Empire in Late Antiquity in A.D. 600.
Clearly organized and highly readable, the text's narrative of major political and military events
provides a chronological and conceptual framework for the social, economic, and cultural
developments of the periods covered. Major topics are treated separately so that students can
easily grasp key concepts and ideas.
You understand the basic concepts of game design: gameplay, user interfaces, core
mechanics, character design, and storytelling. Now you want to know how to apply them to the
strategy game genre. This focused guide gives you exactly what you need. It walks you
through the process of designing for the strategy game genre and shows you how to use the
right techniques to create fun and challenging experiences for your players.
Presents a collection of lessons on how to create Web pages using Macromedia Dreamweaver
8.
The best-selling author of Need You Tonight follows the experiences of a successful author
torn between her alluring BDSM neighbor and a seductive bad-boy musician. Includes a teaser
for Call on Me and a bonus short story. Original.
In the Greenwich Village of 1964, eleven-year-old Fin moves in with his glamorous, careless
older sister, and it's hard to tell who's raising whom.
* Clear and concise, information is analysed and presented in both a resource-by-resource and
country-by-country approach * Comprehensive, the outlook for seventeen energy resources
including all major fossil and renewable resources is evaluated * Free CD-Rom will help
electronic navigation of this comprehensive resource The Survey of Energy Resources (SER)
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is a unique and authoritative publication produced by the World Energy Council every three
years, since 1934. SER presents a comprehensive global picture of resource availability,
production and consumption levels, technological developments and outlook for seventeen
energy resources, including all major fossil and renewable resources. Each resource is
covered in a separate chapter which comprises a commentary by a leading expert in the field,
data tables and country notes. The information contained is the best available from a wide
variety of sources. The SER is published every three years in line with WEC’s work cycle,
culminating in publication at the World Energy Congress. The 20th edition of SER will be
published at the time of the 19th World Energy Congress (Sydney, September 2004). *
Provides global and country specific comprehensive information and data * Provides
authoritative information in a compact and user-friendly format * Best available data from a
wide variety of sources
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